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Letter from Dais
Esteemed Delegates,

We would like to thank each and every one of you for choosing to work with the Hunger Games
committee for the second YOUMUN conference. It is a privilege and an honour to be working at this
conference to ensure that the committee will be a place of great debate, excellent resolution writing, and
diplomacy in the face of challenges and personal bias. We hope to give you nothing but the best
experience for this specific conference. As all of you are most likely aware, the topic of the debate
directly deals with the Hunger Games and more specifically the suggestion brought up by Alma Coin at
the end of The Mockingjay (part 2 in film terms), that being hosting one final Hunger Games with the
children of the Capitol. Delegates are able to don the persona of many important characters of the books
and debate others who act as other characters.

Delegates and chairs will be posed with great challenges in face of the liberty that is given to us
due to the topic at hand. It will be a great learning experience for both us chairs and the delegates. All
we ask is for delegates to bring their best effort into the conference. This would primarily include
participation on a consistent basis, as it is integral to the debate that the delegates participate, else it falls
apart. We encourage newcomers to not be daunted by the conference, as we hope to develop skills.

One important note, for new and senior delegates, the objective is to get to a conclusion. Unlike
traditional debating styles, delegates in MUN are encouraged to find a common solution. This is
certainly the same here. As seen from the books, there was division in the room, however, delegates
must learn to overcome the differences and work together for the best solution possible.

It is our hope that all delegates understand what is needed from them, that being knowledge
about the topic and willingness to participate. Do not hesitate to contact any of us chairs if there is a
question or a query that you would like us to know. Apart from that, G-D bless, good luck, and all the
best for the conference! We look forward to seeing you all.

Best Regards,
Laura Binebojm1, Pedro Meerbaum2, Daniel Blenkinsop3

3 danny.blenk.1410@gmail.com
2 pedroh.cario@gmail.com
1laurabinenbojm@gmail.com
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Committee Description

Trent Arthur

In the Hunger Games Committee, delegates will break many conventions of a traditional MUN

debate. The Hunger Games Committee will take place in the fictional world of the Hunger Games after

the rebellion on the part of certain individuals has taken place.

The former president of Panem, Coriolanus Snow, has recently been ousted from his position as

president by a successful Coup D’etat on the part of rebel forces led by a competing candidate, Alma

Coin. His tyrannical policies, including the upholding of a brutal tradition known as the Hunger Games

where 24 teenagers from 12 districts fight to the death until one remains, have the chance to be

abolished permanently. However, a proposition is put forth on the part of Alma Coin. The proposition is

whether the Capitol, the wealthiest district as well as the centre of power in Panem, should send children

from its district for one last Hunger Games, as they had been traditionally excluded from the Hunger

Games.
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Participants will come as many notable characters, such as Katniss Everdeen, and debate on

whether there should be one final Hunger Games should be held. Delegates, new and experienced, have

much to look forward to, as they are able to debate in a universe. New delegates will be able to

contextualise and learn the fundamental rules of MUN through the lens of Panem. Experienced

delegates will be able to have a unique experience while being able to pull from prior skills developed in

MUN.

There is a slight change in lore in order to accommodate as many people as possible for the

debate, however, we include them as non-voting members (around five of them are non-voters).

Delegates, who are former victors, need to understand the power that they have over the course of the

debate, as the power to make or break the proposition. As for the delegates who are non-voters, they will

have to try to convince the delegates with voting power to suit their agenda. Ultimately, delegates will

need to understand their characters prior to the debate. They will need to understand their character’s

motives, morals, and politics.
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Procedural Guidelines
The Role of the Dais

The chairs in the Hunger Games committee will not take on the role of any specific characters:

this is specific only to the delegates. Instead, we will only be leading the discussions and organizing

them in such a way that it is organized and fruitful, similarly to any MUN chair. We will not serve as

literal judges of the discussions, meaning that our existence in the Hunger Games universe is

non-significant. However, interaction between delegates and chairs is more than recommended in order

to improve the flow of debate inside the committee.

The chairs in this committee have the well-being of the delegates as an utmost goal, therefore we

will ensure that everyone is being treated fairly and that the conference will occur smoothly for all.

Additionally, we are available to assist all that need further help in understanding the content of the

study guide, position paper writing, and even helping all delegates to familiarize themselves with the

basic MUN guidelines.

Personal pronouns
Due to the fictional nature of the committee, it is only fair that the delegates are allowed to

breach normal MUN procedures and use personal pronouns. Personal pronouns usage refers to the use

of "I", "You", and "We"(in personal ways) during speeches, POIs, and other common procedures. In a

general MUN committee, such pronouns are discouraged, however for the sake of fluidity and for better

engagement with the characters, they are allowed.

Those will also be allowed in position papers, as it is reasonable for a character to be defending

their own positions using their own words instead of referring to themselves in the third person. If a

delegate wishes to write their position paper without using the personal pronouns, that is completely

understandable, however, we ask you to make use of the pronouns during the debate so that it is in

accordance with the rest of the delegates.
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Resolution Writing
Resolution writing will follow the Security Council style, which is the widespread style for all. A

handbook is available on the website if a delegate is willing to further study how to write such. A

change, however, to the resolution writing system in this committee is the lack of the "vacuum rule",

popularly known in MUN as the rule that each resolution should be addressed individually, in a vacuum,

therefore no resolution would have an impact on another. The resolutions made in this committee will

lead to what will happen throughout the conference, therefore the vacuum rule does not apply.

Voting procedures and adaptations from the lore
The chairs of the Hunger Games committee decided to take on a more flexible approach to the

committee and to adapt some aspects of what actually happened in the novels and movies versus what is

happening during the conference. The most important adaptation is the addition of non-winners that

aren't only president Coin to the discussion. President Snow, who in the movies and books was being

kept as a political prisoner throughout this period of time, will have a chance to represent himself and

the capitol during the committee.

Non-winners will have no voting power. Similar to the original story, the decision is made by

the winners only, therefore at the beginning of the conference, they will be the only ones with voting

power. This, however, is a flexible rule and might change according to what is passed in resolutions, or

if the chairs deem it crucial.

Inventive license
All of the information is purely based on the trilogy and prequel of the Hunger Games

series, written by Suzanne Collins. The delegates should stay accurate to the books (and movies, as

they are very accurate to the content of the book). Any information that contradicts what is written

in the books is absolutely not recommended and it might lead to interference of the chairs or

simply congestion from the other delegates. Although with small modifications, all of the content

being explored is the intellectual property of Suzanne Collins, and no credit is being taken from her

work. Furthermore, the use of her novels in this study guide is for education and entertainment

purposes, with all credit to its content directed at Collins.
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Background Information

  
Picture: IMDb

Seventy five years prior to Katniss' first hunger games, the nation of Panem faced a major

civil war. The thirteen districts of Panem, angered by the totalitarian government of the Capitol,

joined forces in a rebel coalition. The war, named afterwards as the Dark Days, prevailed for

around 3 years, which ended with the leading district, district 13, abandoning the other districts and

gaining its own independence from the capitol. The other districts were quickly repressed by the

Capitol, and thus lost the war. District 13's independence resulted in their disappearance and loss of

contact with the other districts, which led the general population to believe that the district had been

exterminated. The treaty of treason was then put in place, outlining the ceasefire between the

districts and the capitol, and defining the creation of a hunger games.
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The hunger games have the goal to keep districtics further divided, and remind the

population that the capitol has the higher power, and the dark days shall not be repeated. Every year

a boy and a girl from each district aged between 12-17 would be drawn to participate in the hunger

games, where they would have to fight in an arena until there is only one survivor. The national

broadcasting of the games, as well as the publicity that came with each game, were used as an

oppressive tool to scare the 12 districts.

On the 74th hunger games an unusual event happened during the games, which started to put

in question the power of the Capitol. The double winning of Katniss Everdeen and Peeta Mellark

happened due to them threatening to commit double suicide when they were the last 2 remaining,

and in other to prevent a situation of no winners, the two of them were crowned. By demonstrating

that two members of district 12, one of the weakest districts, had enough power to manipulate

Capitol officials, a new rebellious sentiment started to be formed in the districts.

It was during the 75th game, the third quarter quell (different, harsher, games that were put

in place every 25 years), that the rebellious sentiments materialised itself into an actual coalition.

The games consisted of only victors, and while people such as Katniss, Finnick, Johanna and Peeta

were attempting to survive once again the hunger games, district 13 reapered and joined forces

against the capitol in the second rebellion. Some of the victors present in the 75th hunger games

plan the ways in which they can escape the game, and with the plan designed by Beetee they

manage to break the arena and be saved by rebellion forces led by Plutarch Heavensbee. Peeta and

Johanna weren't able to escape, being captured by the Capitol. Annie, who was a victor but not in

the games, was kidnapped by capitol forces as well. The remaining victors were safe in district 13.

After months of fighting, all of the districts, except district 2, were under rebel control.

Katniss was used as a symbol for the rebellion, constantly being used in propagandas were she

would speak up against the Capitol and increase the influence of the rebellion onto the districts.

With the use of both military forces and Everdeen's broadcasted speech, district 2 turned against the

Capitol, joining forces with the rebellion, and further limiting President Snow's power.
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After that, rebellion forces managed to reach the Capitol's city centre. At this point, a clear

win for the rebels is almost certain. A group of Capitol refugee children are positioned around the

presidential mansion, where an attack took place, with parachutes coming from a hovercraft with

Capitol insignia. The parachutes in the attack were similar to the ones used to deliver aid, however

those were filled with bombs, causing the death of multiple children, including some forces of the

rebellion. One of the victims of the attack was Prim, Katniss' sister. The attacks force a temporary

ceasefire, which allows for rebellion forces to take over Panem in a coup d'etat. Although the

hovercraft had Capitol insignia, President Snow reveals to Katniss that they were led by rebelion

forces, and that the Capitol was about to sign a ceasefire in order to prevent further deaths.
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Current Situation
It is the beginning of 76 ATT, a new age has dawned. The old order has collapsed, the

aristocracy is all but gone. A new power, stemming from District 13, has volunteered to take its

place. The leader of the new power is Alma Coin, a headstrong leader firm in making the Capitol

and aristocracy pay for their crime, has suggested an idea that seeks to punish the Capitol for the

particularly barbaric sport of the Hunger Games. In prior years, the President Snow, and President

Ravinstill before him, allowed the Capitol children to escape the brutality of the Games, as they

were loyal during the dark days, but with change in power, the tables have turned. President Coin

has suggested that one final Hunger Games be held, but with Capitol children filling in the ranks

that the 12 districts once had to.

However, President Coin allowed former victors of the Hunger Games (and other key

figures who aren’t able to vote) to debate and vote on the matter. Former-president Snow has been

brought forth to provide his perspective, in spite of his execution being held around 1 or so hours

later. President Coriolanus Snow, on his final legs and already defeated, has one final chance to

save his beloved granddaughter, and so he does everything possible, even stooping to blatant

hypocrisy, in order to convince the voters to vote against the final hunger games. President Coin

also stoops to hypocrisy in breaking her promises in order to get her ways as a means of vengeance

and control. However, all power is placed in the victors on whether or not this passes or fails.

This proposition has the ability to change the destiny of Panem’s rule forever, as the

continuation of the hunger games, not only continues a brutal tradition, sets a precedent of the way

the new government will act. The new government may stray from the brutal autocracy of the

previous government, focusing on healing the past through forgiveness (similar to South Africa

after the fall of Apartheid). However, it could replace it, focusing instead on brutal repression of the

citizens of the Capitol (similar to the USSR after the Tsars were forcefully cast out). Thus, victors

must understand the power they hold over the future of Panem. The victors and other key figures

will discuss whether they should hold another Hunger Games should be held, and, ways about

giving reparations to those affected and if the Hunger Games is held, how it will be held (for the

sake of debate).
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Bloc Positions

Katniss Everdeen
Picture: IMDb

Katniss lived through two hunger games, all in which she experienced extreme pain, grief, and
anger. It is expected by all that she votes against the creation of the last hunger games, considering her
repulse for the event throughout the saga. However, Katniss realises that the recent death of her young
sister, Prim, was not caused by the Capitol, but by president Coin and that if she wants to avenge her
sister she would have to gain Coin's trust. Katniss always valued Prim more than anyone else, going as
far as to volunteer herself in the hunger games in order to protect her, and she would risk herself and
others in order to protect her sister Therefore, in this committee, Katniss must attempt to avoid the
realization of the new hunger games, while still showing herself as a valuable ally to president Coin, and
eventually getting justice to her sister. One of the few people that notices Katniss' true intention during
the trial is Haymitch, who decides to back up Katniss and defend her in her decisions.
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Alma Coin
Picture: IMDb

As the one who suggested that the new games happen, President Coin puts in maximum
effort to manipulate the winners into voting in favor of the plan. Although the rebellion defended
the idea of having new elections open to all the districts in order to establish a true democracy,
president Coin nominates herself as the temporary president of Panem. It is in her best interest to
maintain such a position of power, and she is willing to go to the extreme in order to do so. As
someone with no voting power in this discussion, Coin's main objective is to appeal to the winners'
personal lives and their weaknesses in order to convince them to vote in favor of the games. She
also has the role of creating and keeping a positive image for the rebellion movement, which is in
conflict with some of the actions (for instance the killing of innocent children in the parachutes
attack). Plutarch is also on Coin's side, considering his position of power inside the rebellion.
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President Snow Picture: IMDb

Even though president Snow is being kept as a war prisoner, and soon to be executed, his
participation in this committee is essential. He is the face of the Capitol and should be speaking up
to defend its remaining population. A new game would clearly involve his granddaughter, who he
has a strong connection with, and thus he has the moral responsibility of defending her. With limited
power, Snow must try to convince the winners into voting against this plan, especially by trying to
prove that the rebellion is corrupted. His main target is Katniss, and he tries to enlighten her about
the truth behind her sister's death, in hopes that she will work in his favor.
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Definition of Key Terms

Panem
Panem is the nation of what formerly was North America, and it's a ruthless dictatorship

where all power is centred upon one individual, that being the President.

Districts

The districts are zones within Panem that are dedicated to a certain function in order for the
entirety of the nation of Panem to function properly. There are a total of 13 districts, although
District 13 seceded and the Capitol is not really considered one.

Treaty of Treason
The treaty of treason was a treaty devised by the Capitol after the events of the Dark Days to

make sure that the rebellious districts would not rise up against the Capitol. It notoriously detailed
the specifics for the event known as the Hunger Games.

The Hunger Games
The Hunger Games were an annual event in which the 12 districts gave up 2 of its

population aged 12-18 to fight to the death in an arena battle in which only one victor could remain

The Capitol
The Capitol was a highly wealthy, technologically advanced, utopian city that controlled the

entire nation of Panem. The leader of the Capitol, and by extension Panem, was the president
(President Snow as of the events of the Hunger Games).

The Dark Days
The Dark Days were a period of rebellion and civil war around 75-78 years prior to the

events of the Hunger Games, in which the 13 districts rebelled against the Capitol but the Capitol
won the affair.
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Timeline of Pertinent Events
BTT: Before Treaty of Treason

ATT: After Treaty of Treason

Note: BTT and ATT act similarly to B.C.E and C.E. The numbers used are the amount of years.

DATE EVENT

Unknown Year

BTT
A catastrophic event occurs, in which the global system (including the UN)

is destroyed. Out of the ashes of the event, the nation of Panem emerges as

ruler of what once was North America. It is presumed to be the only bastion

of civilization left on Earth.

3-1 BTT A period of time known as The Dark Days in which the 13 districts rebel

against the Capitol. The Capitol manages to win the event, however District

13 manages to secede from the Capitol through a secret treaty in which they

hand over control of the nuclear arsenal that they hijacked from the Capitol

(District 13 produced nuclear weapons) in order to secede. District 13 was

“obliterated” in order to justify the secession, however District 13 built

underground facilities and continued to exist till after the 2nd rebellion.

0 ATT The Capitol devises a treaty in order to punish the rebelling districts, and

make sure they never rebel again. It is known as the Treaty of Treason

according to the films. It is most notable for including the procedure known

as the Hunger Games.
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1-73 ATT Key characters (aside from Coriolanus Snow) are born within this period. 73

Hunger games are held within this period of time. No major events take

place, outside some characters (such as Haymitch, Enobaria, and Johanna)

winning their respective Hunger Games.

74 ATT Katniss Everdeen and Peeta Melark win the 74th annual Hunger Games by

threatening to kill themselves if they were not able to both win. Seneca

Crane, head game maker, yields to the threat, and so they win. This act was

seen as a rebellious act against the Capitol by many, and what made it

greater was the fact that they were able to get away with it. Seneca was

forced to commit suicide for his cowardly decision and allowance for

rebellion.

75 ATT During her victory tour, Katniss sparked riots throughout the districts, since

her actions were seen by many as a symbol of her approval of rebellion.

Later that year, the 75th Hunger Games was marked by an anniversary

known as the Quarter Quell, in which the Capitol celebrated the period of

25 years of Hunger Games by changing the rules a bit. For the 3rd Quarter

Quell, the Capitol took 24 previous victors and put them in another Hunger

Games, despite promises that they would never have to go through such an

event again. Snow announced the decision, as Katniss proved to be a

symbol of rebellion to the 12 districts, which destabilised the Capitol’s

power. Most of the former victors attempted to stop the games, by playing

off the emotions of the Capitol citizens, to no avail, and the games continues

as normal. Head game maker, Plutarch Heavensbee, and District 12 victor,

Haymitch Abernathee, recruited around half of the victors to rescue Katniss

from the games for the upcoming second rebellion. The plan succeeds and

Katniss, as well as a few other tributes, are rescued and transported to
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District 13. Other rebel tributes, such as Peeta, and Johanna, are captured by

the Capitol, but are eventually rescued. District 13 performs a campaign of

propaganda, using Katniss Everdeen, in order to get the other districts on

their side. The campaign succeeds and all the districts turn on the Capitol.

Katniss and a few others lead a squad into the Capitol to look like a fighting

squad for propaganda. It goes wrong and many of the squad members die.

Meanwhile, the rebels launch and assault on the Capitol and succeed in

taking over from President Snow.

76 ATT The rebel forces have taken over the remains of Panem and Katniss is

chosen to execute President Snow. President Coin proposes that one final

Hunger Games be held using Capitol children as tributes (President Snow’s

grandchild is one such candidate). This is the topic debate.

Resources for Further Research
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❖ The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins (This is the first book of the Hunger Games, which

provides a base foundation to the world of Hunger Games while also providing the

background to key characters such as Katniss, President Snow, and Haymitch Abernathy)

❖ The Hunger Games: Catching Fire by Suzanne Collins (This is the second book of the

Hunger Games, in which the rebellion is first explored and other key characters,

perspectives et. are explored. This is the last book with an official Hunger Games,

chronologically.)

❖ The Hunger Games: Mocking Jay by Suzanne Collins (This book is the book in which the

debate takes place. It documents the actions of the rebellion and, more importantly, Katniss’

experiences, as she is the key character.)

❖ A Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes by Suzanne Collins (This is essentially an greater picture

of the character of Coriolanus Snow and is not necessary unless delegates seek to understand

his ways.)

❖ The Hunger Games movies

❖ Hunger Games Fandom

https://thehungergames.fandom.com/wiki/The_Hunger_Games_Wiki

❖ YouTube videos by fans detailing the lore

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lQUPpvTIuKw - For pre-search purposes and not be

brought into the committee

It should also be noted that delegates must avoid using fan made (fan fictions, fan made

characters, or extensions to lore etc.) content (as the debate is using official content) and should be

careful to verify whether the information they are receiving is official information or not. Delegates
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are not expected to read the books if they have not yet read them, as it is three books worth of

material to get through and the debate is situated right at the end. Delegates aren’t expected to spend

money outside the registration fee. The movies, while not as great a source as the books, are a good

source for delegates who are not familiar with the world of the Hunger Games, as they are quicker

to get through than the books. The Fandom is highly recommended as it contains a lot of extended

information that is crucial to the debate. While the fandom is highly useful for contextual research,

it would not be recommended to quote it (although participants are allowed to cite it) during the

debate. Quotes from the books and/or movies are highly recommended during debate.

Guiding Questions
❖ Is it moral to take revenge on a person or group by using their methods against them?
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❖ In what ways is all of Panem complicit in the horrors of the Hunger Games?

❖ Discuss the ways in which Katniss's poverty has shaped her.

❖ Contrast what Gale and Peeta signify for Katniss, and how each helps her succeed in the Games.

❖ Trace Katniss's growth from determined stoic to a fuller human being, using examples to
illustrate each phrase of her character growth.

❖ Discuss the influences of ancient civilizations on The Hunger Games.

❖ How does the Capitol keep citizens from connecting with one another, and why are these
strategies successful?

❖ What do you think is the reasoning behind Haymitch's unified front strategy for Peeta and
Katniss? What are the effects of the strategy, and why does it work?
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